
FUMC ESL High Beginning Lesson   OPD Pg. 60

Look at the pictures. Talk about the vocabulary. Fill in the blanks with the correct 
verb. 

__________________ the furniture _______________ the newspapers 

 _________________ the sheets _________________ the oven  

__________________ the floor __________________ the sink  

__________________ the windows   ______________ the garbage  

___________________ the bed __________________ the counter 

___________________ the dishes ________________ the trash  

 ___________________ the toys ___________________ the carpet  

Write the letter that goes with each sentence. 

_____ The woman scrubs the sink.  

_____ The man takes out the garbage.  

_____ The man is changing the sheets.  

_____ She washes the windows while he sweeps the floor.  

_____ The man empties the trash.  

_____ The man is mopping the floor.  

_____ The child is polishing the table.  

_____ She cleans the oven.  

_____ He recycles the newspapers.  

_____ The boy makes his bed.  

_____ The little boy is putting away his toys.  

_____ She wipes the counters.  

 

Read the story. 

On Saturday the Smith family cleans house. Dad recycles the newspapers while Mom 

cleans the oven. The oldest son mops the floor. His sister polishes the table. The little boys 

make the beds and put away their toys. They clean the bathrooms, too. Mom scrubs the 



sink while her son empties the trash. In the kitchen, Dad washes the dishes. Their 

daughter dries them. Mom wipes the counters. When they finish the chores, they feel 

good. They worked hard. The house is clean. They go out to dinner to celebrate. 

1-Who recycles the newspapers? Who cleans the oven?  
2-Who mops the floor?  
3-What do the little boys do?  
4-Who washes and dries the dishes?  
5-How do they celebrate? 

Read the story. 

John and Ellen have two children. Their son is James. Their daughter is Sara. John and 
Ellen teach the kids to help with chores. John teaches James to vacuum the floors and 
take out the trash. John and James wash and dry the dishes every night. Ellen teaches 
Sara to clean the oven and wash the windows. Both children make up their beds every 
day. John and Ellen think it is important for children to help with chores. 

1-What does John teach James to do? What do John and James do every night.  
2-What does Ellen teach Sara?  
3-Who makes up the beds. 

Talk about you: 

1-What chores do you do in your house? When do you do chores?  
2-What chores does your family do? Who helps the most?  
3-What chores do you like best?  
4-What chores do you hate to do?  
5-Do you think children should do chores? 


